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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The article doesn't bring clarity for the role of Progesterone in gender-affirming therapy of trans women, as the title suggests. Description of progesterone role in trans women needs detailing, at present more focus is on progesterone role in general. The conclusion should specify the article's contribution towards existing literature with recent references.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Dear Authors, I read your scientific contribution with great pleasure and attention. This is a minireview on the state of the art of the use of micronized P4, starting from a recapitulation of the main functions that this hormone, and more generally, progestogens, have and perform at a physiological level. I believe that, although the manuscript does not add essentially anything new to what is already known, presenting it as a minireview is, in fact, correct, and this may still be of interest to the readers of the World Journal of Biochemistry. I don't think I have any particular advice as the work is well conducted, structured and written.